Incubator

A good idea is often not enough to make
a successful business.
For this reason, through its Business Incubation
service, NTP supports the creation and the competitive
development of innovative start-ups and spin-offs in hi-tech
sectors.
Designed for all start-ups seeking a place with good logistics, our Incubator is
surrounded by a network of more than 60 “senior” companies with which
partnerships and opportunities can be established.

LAB

Research and experience are the key to Innovation: our goal is to
find new ways to relate them to the companies’ daily activities
and their growth path. NTP hosts Laboratories and
Research Centers as well as the Fab-Lab, the
biggest Laboratory for Digital Fabrication in
Tuscany!

Are you a freelancer bored of
working at home, between the couch
and the kitchen table, with the dog eating
your flip-flops and a t-shirt over your pajamas for
the video calls? We do understand you. What about
taking a desk at Navacchio Techno Park? You’ll keep the pros
of independence and leave the cons of working at home… you can
also take advantage of our bar&canteen, green garden, events, access to
our Fab-Lab courses, training at affordable prices and all the networking you
want with more than 50 companies which might need you!

+39 050/754.120

info@polotecnologico.it

www.polotecnologico.it

WHO WE ARE
Born in 1999 in Navacchio, a few
kilometers from Pisa, NTP is an
integrated and structured
system whose key word is
Innovation.
It is designed to stimulate
networking, a group of hi-tech
enterprises, an effective
relationship between companies,
research and centers of excellence.

If Innovation is the engine of the economic growth,
Integration and Connections are its fuel.
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60.000 M DEDICATED TO INNOVATION
RAILWAY STATION
NAVACCHIO

Our strength

The quality of work is important: the services, facilities and all
environments of the Park are designed to give priority to the needs
of “its” companies and of the people who work there.
Because people are the strength of NTP. With their projects and
relationships, they collaborate every day to grow and develop a
future of innovation.

ALL DIRECTIONS
FI-PI-LI

From a set of
abandoned warehouses to a
real Innovation Ecosystem, this is
what Navacchio Technology Park is.
Thanks to a massive project of urban
requalification, nowadays NTP is a modern
technological citadel plenty of hundreds of young and
bright people who work here every day.
4 large buildings, called “Lotti” (batches), an Incubator for start-ups,
a Fab – Lab, a Coworking area. Offices and laboratories cover a total of
60.000 m3 divided into 60 modules. We are 10 minutes away from Pisa airport
and 40 from Florence airport. Navacchio railway station is within walking distance
and the highway is very close to the Park as well.

Lot 1

Lot 2

Total gross area – 4.600 square meters
Total net area – 3.000 square meters

Total gross area – 6.100 square meters
Total net area – 4.380 square meters

Lot 3

Lot 4

Total gross area – 3500 square meters
Total net area – 3000 square meters

Total gross area – 3000 square meters
Total net area – 2100 square meters

Experiences of excellence

Unique products and services have been conceived and designed in NTP. Just think about the Robotic
Hand inspired by the softness of movement of the human limb, or to the start-up which is a European
leader in the sector of orbital determination of asteroids, satellites and space debris and which,
thanks to optical and radar observations, is able to predict the chances of an impact with the Earth.
Furthermore, the Interactive Shoe and the Control Unit able to monitor the degree of domestic
pollution were assembled in NTP.
These are just a few examples of what both senior companies and start-ups do in our Techno Park.

This is just what we mean when we say…
“Innovation around the corner”.

Because Innovation is at home here.
PLEASE

DO NOT

www.polotecnologico.it

DISTURB
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